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HIGH COURT OF TRIPURA 

MAIN WRITTEN EXAMINATION FOR RECRUITMENT TO 
GRADE-III OF TRIPURA JUDICIAL SERVICE [TJS], 2022 

ENGLISH 

Duration: 3 [three] hours Total Marks : 100 

Q.1. Write an essay in about 1000 words on any one of the following

topics:

[A] Participation of Judiciary in Politics.

[B] Gender Disparity in the Social Sector.

[C] Erosion of Moral Values.

30 Marks 

Q.2. Write a precis of the following passage in your own words in about

one -third of the original length.

20 Marks 

It must not be imagined that a walking tour, as some would have us fancy, is 

merely a better or worse way of seeing the country. There are many ways of seeing 

the country. There are many ways of seeing landscape quite as good; and none 

more vivid, in spite of canting dilettantes, than from a railway train. But landscape on 

a walking tour is quite accessory. He who is indeed of the brotherhood does not 

voyage in quest of the picturesque, but of certain jolly humours- of the hope and 

spirit with which the march begins at morning and the peace and spiritual repletion 

of the evening's rest. He cannot tell whether he puts his knapsack on, or takes it off, 

with more delight. The excitement of the departure puts him in key for that of the 

arrival. Whatever he does is not only a reward in itself, but will be further rewarded 
in the sequel; and so pleasure leads on to pleasure in an endless chain. It is this that 

so few can understand; they swill either be always lounging or always at five mile an 

hour; they do not play off the one against the other, prepare all day for the evening, 

and all evening for the next day. And, above all, it is here that your overwalker fails 

of comprehension. His heart rises against those who drink their curacoa in liqueur 

glasses, when he himself can swill it in' a brown John. He will not believe that the 

flavour is more delicate in the smaller dose. He will not believe that to walk this 

unconscionable distance is merely to stupefy and brutalise himself, and come to his 

inn, at night, with a sort of frost on his five wits, and a starless night of darkness in 
his spirit. Not for him the mild luminous evening of the temperate walker! He has 

nothing left of man but a physical need for bedtime and a double night-cap; and 
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68.[b] BYJUS 

69.[c] Sarus Crane 
70. [b] Aquaculture Products
71.[a] Ken- Betwa Link Project Authority

72.[c] Sir Fedrick Gbanting

73.[d] Somalia- Tashkent

74.[b] Committee on privileges
75.[a] Goddess of sexual love and beauty
76.[a] Government of India Act, 1935
77.[c] Maharashtra

78.[d] Karnataka

79.[d] All of the above
80. [a] NABARD

81.[a] Indra Gandhi Wildlife Sanctuary and National
82.[c] Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay

83.[a] Lahore secession 1929

84.[d] Khadar

85.[c] Measures frequency of electromagnetic waves, especially in radio frequency band
86. [b] Sarojini Naidu
87.[b] Karna
88.[a] Benjamin Disraeli
89.[c] 54

90.[a] Ales Bialiatski

91.[b] Finland and Sweden
92.[c] 24 weeks
93.[b] Consumer complaints
94.[b] India
95.[a] 1 only

96.[c] Both 1 and 2

97.[b] Union Culture Ministry
98.[a] Indian Institute of Technology-Madras
99.[b] Microsoft

100. [b] Tamil Nadu
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